DIEUDONNE-SCHWARTZ THEOREM IN INDUCTIVE LIMITS OF METRIZABLE SPACES QIU JING-HUI
ABSTRACT.
The Dieudonné-Schwartz Theorem for bounded sets in strict inductive limits does not hold for general inductive limits E = indlimEn. It does if each En C Emrn-¡ and all the En are Fréchet spaces. A counterexample shows that this condition is not necessary. When E is a strict inductive limit of metrizable spaces E", this condition is equivalent to the condition that each bounded set in E is contained in some En.
Let Ei C E2 C • • • be a sequence of locally convex spaces and (E,t:) = mdam(En,tn) their inductive limit with respect to the continuous identity maps id: (En, £") -> (En+i, £n+i)-The Dieudonné-Schwartz Theorem states that a set B C E is £-bounded if and only if it is contained and bounded in some (En,£n), provided that (H-l) each En is closed in (En+i, £"+i), and (Uf)En)E C (U )E C Emtn). For any x G U f"l En, there is a net {xs} C En such that x& -* x in (E, £). Since U is a neighborhood of x in (¿?, £) there is ¿o such that xs GU for any ¿ > fS0. Then xs GU C\En for any <S > 60 and x G (U n £")ß.
From this, U HE* C (ÜñWn)E C £m(n) and ^f = U2Li * (^ n ïf) C £m(n).
Namely, (H-9)=>(H-7). THEOREM 2. Lei (2£, £) = indlim(E", £n) 6e a strict inductive limit of metrizable spaces. Then (H-7) <=> (DS).
PROOF. From [3], (H-7)=>(DS). We need only prove (DS)=>(H-7). Assume (H_ip
7) does not hold, i.e. there is some n G N such that En is not contained in any Em. By Lemma 1, for each absolutely convex neighborhood U^n' of 0 in (En, £"), (Í7 )E is not contained in any Em. Let dn be a linear metric defining the topology £n. Put U¡.n) = {x G En: dn(0,x) < 1/fc}. Then (Ukn))E is not contained in any That is, {xfc: k G N} is bounded in (E, £) and not contained in any Em.
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